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1 INTRODUCTION
The transcendence degree of a field is an important invariant. Recent
developments in noncommutative algebraic geometry suggest that we need
an analogous invariant for division algebras not necessarily finite over their
centers (see Section 9). Since the 1960s several attempts have been made to
define such an invariant [GK, BK, Re1, Re2, Re3, Sc1, Sc2, St], the most
successful of which is due to Gelfand and Kirillov. In their paper [GK]
they defined two invariants, now called GelfandKirillov dimension
(GKdim) and GelfandKirillov transcendence degree (Tdeg) respectively.
For an algebra A over a base field k, the GK-dimension of A is defined to
be
GKdim A=sup
V
lim
n  
logn dim Vn
where V ranges over the finite dimensional subspaces of A; and the
GK-transcendence degree of A is defined to be
Tdeg A=sup
V
inf
b
lim
n  
logn dim(k+bV )n
where V ranges over the finite dimensional subspaces of A and b ranges
over the regular elements of A. Both invariants are useful and, in
particular, Tdeg is useful for division algebras not finite over their centers.
In fact Gelfand and Kirillov used Tdeg to show that the n th and m th Weyl
division algebras are not isomorphic if n{m. Recently Smith and the
author [SZ] used Tdeg to show the following: if A is a finitely generated
non-PI Ore domain with quotient division ring Q, then the GK-dimension
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of the center of Q is at most GKdim A&2. However, there are a lot of
open questions concerning its basic properties.
Question 0.1. (1) If D/Q are division algebras and Q is a finite
dimensional right D-space, is Tdeg D=Tdeg Q?
(2) If A is an Ore domain and Q is its quotient division algebra, is
Tdeg A=Tdeg Q?
(3) If _ is an automorphism of a division algebra D, is Tdeg D(x, _)
Tdeg D+1?
Question 0.1(1) was asked by Stafford and presented by Schofield in
[Sc1]. The first aim of this paper is to define another invariant, called
lower transcendence degree and denoted by Ld, for arbitrary associative
algebras (Section 1) and to establish its basic properties such as those
asked in Question 0.1 (Section 2 and Section 3). The following example
illustrates the definition of the lower transcendence degree. Let A be the
polynomial ring k[x, y, z], Wn=0pi<n kx
p1y p2z p3 and V=W2 . We may
consider Wn , as a cube in R3 of length n, and hence the dimension of the
vector space Wn , which is n3, is equal to the volume of Wn . The space VWn
is equal to Wn+1 which is another cube containing Wn and the difference
between Wn and VWn is essentially half of the boundary of Wn . Therefore
we have the following volume difference inequality
dim VWn&dim Wn3(dim Wn)23.
Further it can be proved that, for every subspace of W/A, the following
volume difference inequality holds
dim VW&dim W(dim W )23. (0-1)
Now let A be an arbitrary k-algebra. The lower transcendence degree
of A is defined to be the supremum of d0 such that there exists a finite
dimensional subspace, V/A, for which the inequality
dim VW&dim W(dim W) (d&1)d (0-2)
holds for all finite dimensional subspaces W/A. We call the inequality
(0-2) a volume difference inequality although dim may not be interpreted
as the volume of some subspace. The inequality (0-1) implies that
Ld k[x, y, z]3 and we will prove the following proposition.
Proposition 0.2. Let A be a commutative domain and F the quotient
field of A. Then Ld A=Ld F=tdeg F where tdeg is the (classical )
transcendence degree.
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This is rather difficult to prove which suggests that Ld is a subtle
invariant. Artin has used Proposition 0.2 to give a short proof of the
Hodge index theorem for surfaces [Ar]. We believe that some version of
the Hodge index theorem holds for higher dimensional varieties along this
line. The original motivation for defining Ld was to have a useful invariant
for noncommutative division rings. It is a pleasant surprise to see that this
new definition has some application to commutative algebra.
The lower transcendence degree has good properties.
Theorem 0.3. Let A be prime Goldie.
(1) If B is a prime Goldie subalgebra of A, then Ld BLd A. If,
moreover, A is a finitely generated right B-module and B is artinian, then
Ld B=Ld A.
(2) If Q is the quotient algebra of A, then Ld A=Ld Q.
(3) If _ is an automorphism of A and $ is a _-derivation of A, then
Ld A[x, _, $]Ld A+1.
(4) Let A be a domain and let [Ai] be an ascending chain of Ore
subdomains such that A=i Ai . Then Ld A=maxi[Ld Ai].
Theorem 0.3 answers the analogue of Question 0.1 for Ld. The first and
third properties tell us that Ld measures the length of noncommutative
transcendental extensions. The second property is analogous to [KL, 4.2].
We also prove that Ld is related to GK-transcendence degree.
Proposition 0.4. (1) For every algebra A, Ld ATdeg AGKdim A.
(2) If A is a prime PI algebra, then Ld A=Tdeg A=GKdim A.
It is easy to construct a semiprime commutative algebra A such that
Ld A<Tdeg A [Example 1.6]. But we do not know any division algebras
for which Ld is not equal to Tdeg. Let D and Q be as in Question 0.1(1).
If Ld D=Tdeg D, then, by Proposition 0.4(l), Tdeg DTdeg Q; if more-
over Ld Q=Tdeg Q, then, by Theorem 0.3(l), Tdeg D=Tdeg Q. Hence
Question 0.1(1) has a positive answer if Ld=Tdeg.
The second aim of this paper is to introduce some methods to compute
Ld and to prove that Ld=Tdeg holds for various division algebras. In
particular, we use induction (Section 5), faithful flatness (Section 6) and
deformation theory (Section 7) to compute Ld. An algebra A is called
Ld-stable if Ld A=GKdim A. For such an algebra, it is relatively simple to
compute Ld by using GKdim. If Q is the quotient division algebra of an
Ld-stable algebra A, then, by Theorem 0.3(2), Ld Q=Ld A=GKdim A. It
is easy to see that if A is Ld-stable then Tdeg Q=Tdeg A=Ld A and A is
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Tdeg-stable in the sense that Tdeg AS&1=Tdeg A=GKdim A for every
localization AS&1.
Theorem 0.5. The following algebras are Ld-stable.
(1) Prime algebras satisfying polynomial identities (PI).
(2) The Sklyanin algebras.
(3) GLq, pij (n) and Mq, pij (n) (and some other quantum algebras).
(4) The 3-dimensional Artin-Schelter regular algebras.
(5) The Weyl algebras.
(6) The universal enveloping algebras U(L) of finite dimensional Lie
algebras L.
We prove that Ld is well-behaved under deformation. Let A be an
algebra and B a formal deformation of A in the sense of Gerstenhaber
[Ge]. We consider B as an algebra over the Laurent power series ring
k((t)). If A is connected graded, then a graded deformation of A can be
defined.
Proposition 0.6. Let A be an algebra and B a formal deformation of A.
Then Ld BLd A. If moreover A is finitely generated connected graded
Ld-stable algebra (e.g. commutative polynomial ring), then a graded
deformation B is Ld-stable and Ld B=Ld A.
The third aim is to use Ld to study some open problems. As we have
seen already, Theorem 0.3(1) gives an answer to the question asked by
Stafford [Question 0.1(1)] and Theorem 0.3(3) gives a partial solution to
the conjecture [Zh1, Con. 9.6]: If A is a domain and _ is an automorphism
of A, then Tdeg A[z, z&1, _]Tdeg A+1. If, moreover, Ld=Tdeg holds,
then we can prove [Zh1, Con. 9.6].
Corollary 0.7. Let A be a domain and _ an automorphism of A. If
Ld A=Tdeg A, then Tdeg A[x, x&1, _]Tdeg A+1.
Small [Sm] made the following conjecture: Let A be a finitely generated
non-PI Ore domain and F a commutative subalgebra of the quotient
division algebra of A. Then GKdim FGKdim A&1. We have a result
related to Small’s conjecture.
Corollary 0.8. Let A be an Ore domain with quotient division algebra
Q and B an Ld-stable right Ore subdomain of Q. Then GKdim B
GKdim A. In particular, if F is a commutative subalgebra of Q, then
GKdim FGKdim A.
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Schofield [Sc2] introduced stratiform simple artinian rings and their
stratiform length. The following is a consequence of Theorem 0.3(2,3).
Corollary 0.9. Suppose that there is a chain of simple artinian
algebras
k/Q0 /D0 /Q1 /D2 } } } Dn /Qn /Q
such that Di=Qi (x, _, $). Then n is at most Ld Q. As a consequence if Q is
stratiform, then the stratiform length is at most Ld Q.
In Section 8 we study the relationship between some conjectures made
by Small, Artin, Artin and Stafford, and the author.
1. DEFINITIONS
Throughout the paper k is a commutative field, and vector spaces,
algebras, and so on are defined over k. The tensor product over k is
denoted by  . A subframe of an algebra is a finite dimensional subspace
containing the identity and a frame is a subframe which generates the
algebra.
For some technical reasons we need to define the lower transcendence
degree over a division subalgebra. For example Ld over a division algebra
is helpful when we compute Ld of the Sklyanin algebras in Section 6. Let
A be an algebra containing a division subalgebra D. A subspace (or
D-subspace) always means nonzero and finite dimensional. The dimension of
a right D-space is denoted by dimD ; if D is the base field k it is simply
denoted by dim . The GK-dimension of A over D is defined to be
GKdimD A=sup
V
lim
n  
logn dimD VnD
where V ranges over the subframes of A, and the GK-transcendence degree
of A over D is defined to be
TdegD A=sup
V
inf
b
lim
n  
logn dimD(k+bV )nD
where V ranges over the subframes of A and b ranges over the regular
elements of A. If D is the base field k, then these are the original definitions
of GKdim A and Tdeg A.
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We now define the lower transcendence degree. If for every subframe
V/A, there is a right D-subspace W/A such that
dimD VW=dimD W, (1-1)
then we define the lower transcendence degree of A over D to be 0 and
write LdDA=0. Otherwise, there is a subframe V such that for every right
D-subspace W,
dimD VWdimD W+1. (1-2)
We say V satisfies VDI(AD)d (VDI stands for volume difference
inequality) for some positive real number d if there is a constant c>0 such
that the ‘‘volume difference inequality’’
dimD VWdimD W+c dimD W (d&1)d (1-3)
holds for all right D-subspaces W/A. If, instead of (1-3), we have
dimD VWdimD W+c dimD W,
we say VDI(AD) holds. Lower transcendence degree of A is defined to
be
LdD A=sup
V
sup[d | VDI(AD)d holds for V] (1-4)
where V ranges over subframes of A. Hence LdD A is a non-negative number
or infinity. If D is the base field k, we will simply write it as Ld A. By
replacing V by V p for some p>1c in (1-3), we may assume c to be 1.
Hence, for the sake of definition, c can be dropped. The appearance of c,
however, makes some arguments in the later proofs more convenient. (1-2)
is simply saying that V satisfies VDI(AD)1 . Since dimD W is an integer for
every W, (1-3) implies (1-2), namely, if V satisfies VDI(AD)d for some
d>0, then V satisfies VDI(AD)1 . Hence we can assume that d1.
Moreover, we can view (1-1) as (1-3) when d=0+. Therefore (1-4) holds
for algebra with Ld zero as well. It is easy to see that GKdimD A, TdegD A
and LdD A are independent of the choices of the central base field k as long
as D contains k. If D#D$#k are division subalgebras of A, then
GKdimD AGKdimD$ A and TdegD ATdegD$ A. But it is unclear if
LdD ALdD$ A holds.
In the rest of this section we list some facts following immediately from
the definitions.
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Proposition 1.1. Let A be an algebra and D a division subalgebra of A.
(1) If GKdimD A=0, then LdD A=0.
(2) If LdD A is not 0, then LdD A1.
(3) If A has a left ideal which is a finite dimensional right D-subspace,
then LdD A=0.
(4) If A is finitely generated over k and if Ld A=0, then A has a left
ideal which is finite dimensional over k.
(5) If A and B are algebras, then Ld AB=min[Ld A, Ld B].
If GKdim A1, then there is a subframe V such that GKdim k[V]1.
If moreover A is a domain, then (1-2) holds by [Zh1, 10.4(1)] and hence
the following.
Proposition 1.2. If A is a domain with GKdim A1, then Ld A1.
By calculus it is easy to prove that (1-3) (for 1d<) is equivalent to
(dimD VW )1d(dimD W )1d+c$, (1-5)
where c$ is only dependent on c and d. For example, given (1-3), (1-5)
holds for c$=(12d ) min[1, c] (this c$ is not the best choice), and given
(1-5), (1-3) holds for c=dc$. Similar to the comment on (1-3), c$ in (1-5)
can be replaced by any positive number if we make a proper change of V.
Lemma 1.3. Let A be an algebra containing a division subalgebra D.
Suppose that V/A is a subframe satisfying VDI(AD)d for some d1.
Then there is a constant c>0 such that, for every sequence of regular
elements [bi]i=1 and every sequence of automorphisms [_i]

i=1 with
_i (D)=D for all i,
dimD b1V_1b2V _2 } } } bnV_nbn+1Dcnd
for all n1. In particular,
dimD (bV)nDcnd
for all regular elements b and for all n1.
Proof. Since (1-3) and (1-5) are equivalent, we may assume that (1-5)
holds for some c$>0. Since _i preserves D, W_i is a right D-subspace if and
only if W is.
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Let b be a regular element of A and _ an automorphism of A such that
_(D)=D. For every right D-subspace W, dimD W _
&1
=dimD W. Since V
satisfies (1-5),
(dimD bV _W )1d=(dimD VW_
&1
)1d(dimD W_
&1
)1d+c$
=(dimD W)1d+c$.
By induction we have (dimD b1 V_1b2V _2 } } } bnV_nbn+1D)1dc$n for all n
and hence the statement follows. K
By Lemma 1.3, if V satisfies VDI(AD)d , then dimD (bV )nDcnd for all
n. Hence
TdegD A=sup
V
inf
b
lim
n  
logn dimD(k+bV )n D
sup
V
inf
b
lim
n  
dimD(bV)n Dd.
It is obvious that TdegD AGKdimD A and hence we have proved the
following [Proposition 0.4(1)].
Proposition 1.4. Let A be an algebra and D a division subalgebra. Then
LdD ATdegD AGKdimD A.
Example 1.5. Let D be a division algebra, _, an automorphism of D
and $ a _-derivation of D. Let A denote the skew polynomial ring
D[x, _, $]. Then
LdD A=TdegD A=GKdimD A=1
as we show next. Since every subframe of A is contained in Vp := pi=0 x
iD
for some p and since Vnp=Vnp , GKdimD A1. Let W be any finite dimen-
sional right D-space and let V=k+kx. It is easy to see that W{VW.
Therefore (1-2) holds and hence LdD A1. The equalities follows from
Proposition 1.4.
By Proposition 1.1(3), Ld A may be less than Tdeg A if A has a finite
dimensional left ideal. Next example also shows that Ld A may be less than
Tdeg A even if A is semiprime commutative and every left ideal of A is
infinite dimensional.
Example 1.6. Let A be the semiprime commutative algebra k[x]
k[x, y]. It is obvious that GKdim A=Tdeg A=2. By Proposition 1.1(5),
Ld A=Ld k[x] and by Example 1.5, Ld k[x]=1. Therefore Ld A=1<
2=Tdeg A.
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2. BASIC PROPERTIES
In this section we will establish some elementary properties of Ld which
will be used later.
Let S be a right (or left) Ore set of regular elements of A and let AS&1
(or S &1A) denote the right (or left) localization of A over S. Part (2) of
the following is Theorem 0.3(2).
Proposition 2.1. Let A be an algebra and let S be a right Ore set of
regular elements of A in (1,2) and a left Ore set in (3). Then
(1) LdD AS&1LdD A. If, moreover, sDs&1=D for all s # S, then
LdD AS&1=LdD A.
(2) Ld AS &1=Ld A.
(3) LdD S &1ALdD A.
Proof. (1) Let V/AS&1 be a subframe satisfying VDI(AS &1D)d .
Since V is finite dimensional over k, there is s # S such that Vs/A. Hence
k+Vs/A and it satisfies VDI(AS&1D)d . In particular, k+Vs satisfies
VDI(AD)d . Hence LdD AS &1LdD A.
Suppose now that sDs&1=D for all s # S. Let V/A be a subframe
satisfying VDI(AD)d . We claim that V satisfies VDI(AS &1D)d . Let
W=ni=1 xiD be a finite dimensional right D-subspace of AS
&1. Then
there is s # S such that xi s # A for all i. Since sD=Ds, Ws=ni=1 xiD.
Hence by (1-5)
(dim VW )1d=(dim VWs)1d(dim Ws)1d+c$=(dim W )1d+c$
where c$ is as in (1-5). Therefore V satisfies VDI(AS &1D)d and thus
LdD AS&1LdD A.
(2) is a special case of (1). (3) can be proved by the argument given in
the first paragraph. K
Remark. It is unknown if Ld S&1A=Ld A always holds. By [StZ]
there is a left Ore (but not right Ore) domain B such that VDI(B) holds
for some subframe V/B, but VDI(S &1B) does not hold for any sub-
frame of S&1B where S=B&[0]. However VDI(S &1B)d holds for some
fixed V/B for every finite positive number d and hence Ld(S &1B)=
Ld B=. This example shows that the proof of Ld(S&1A)=Ld A will not
be straightforward if this equality holds.
It is unknown if Tdeg AS&1=Tdeg A. The next proposition is analogous
to [Zh1, 3.2].
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Proposition 2.2. If A is a domain and LdDA<, then A is a right Ore
domain.
Proof. If A is not right Ore, then there are two elements x, y # A such
that xA+ yA=xAyA. Hence dimD(k+kx+ky)W2dimDW for every
right D-subspace W. Therefore V :=k+kx+ky satisfies VDI(AD) and
hence LdD A=. K
Since the free algebra k(x, y) is not right Ore, the following is
immediate.
Corollary 2.3. Let k(x, y) be the free algebra generated by x and y.
Then Ld k(x, y)=.
Let D1 be the first Weyl division algebra (the quotient division algebra
of the first Weyl algebra A1). By [GK], Tdeg D1=2 and hence by
Proposition 1.4 Ld D12 (we will see that Ld D1=2 later). By [M-L], D1
contains the free algebra k(x, y). Therefore Ld of a subalgebra could be
larger than Ld of the algebra. However this will not happen if we consider
division subalgebras.
Theorem 2.4. Let B/A be algebras.
(1) If A is a free left B-module, then Ld BLd A.
(2) If B is a division subalgebra of A, then Ld BLd A.
(3) If B/A are domains and if B is right Ore, then Ld BLd A.
Proof. (1) Since A is a free left B-module, A= i Bxi for a B-linear
basis xi /A. For each subspace W/A, there is a finite subset [x1 , ..., xn]
of the basis such that W/ni=1 Bxi . We can pick a k-linear basis of W
of the form
[w1i x1+u
1
i ]
p1
i=1 _ [w
2
i x2+ y
2
i ]
p2
i=1 _ } } } _ [w
n
i xn]
pn
i=1
where w ji # B and y
j
i # k> j Bxk , such that for each j, [w
j
i ]
pj
i=1 are
k-linearly independent. It is easy to see that [w ji x j+ y
j
i ]
pj
i=1 is corre-
sponding to a basis of (W & k j Bxk)(W & k> jBxk). Let W$j denote
the subspace generated by [w ji ]
pj
i=1 and let W j denote the subspace
generated by [xj w ji + y
j
i ]
pj
i=1 . Then W=W1 W2  } } } Wn and hence
dim W=:
j
dim W j=:
j
dim W$j .
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Let V be a subframe of B. Hence
VW1={ax1+b | for all a # VW $1 and some b # 
n
i=2
Bxi=
where b may be independent on a. Since ni=2 VW i /
n
i=2 Bx i and
(k>1 Bxk ) & Bx1=0,
dim ni=1VWidim VW$1+dim ni=2VWi .
By induction we have
dim :
n
i=1
VW idim :
n
i=1
VW$i .
Suppose that V satisfies VDI(B)d for d1. Then
dim VW=dim :
n
i=1
VW i :
n
i=1
dim VW$i
 :
n
i=1
(dim W$i+c(dim W$i) (d&1)d)
 :
n
i=1
dim W$i+c \ :
n
i=1
dim W$i+
(d&1)d
=dim W+c(dim W )(d&1)d.
Hence V satisfies VDI(A)d and therefore Ld BLd A.
(2) Since B is a division subalgebra, A is a free left B-module and (2)
follows from (1).
(3) If Ld A=, nothing needs to be proved. If Ld A<, by
Proposition 2.2, both B and A are right Ore domains. Let S and Q denote
the right quotient division algebras of B and A respectively. By (2),
Ld SLd Q. By Proposition 2.1(2), Ld BLd A. K
It is unknown if Tdeg BTdeg A for B/A in Theorem 2.4. We will
study more on finite extensions in the next section. The following is a
consequence of Propositions 1.4, 2.1, 2.2 and Theorem 2.4: suppose that A
is an algebra with finite GK-dimension and AS&1 is a localization of A
over a right Ore set of regular elements. If B is a subdomain of AS &1 such
that AS&1 is a free left B-module, then B is right Ore.
It is unknown if Tdeg(A)=maxi [Tdeg(Ai)] when A=i A i . For Ld we
have the following [Theorem 0.3(4)].
Proposition 2.5. Let A be a domain and suppose that [Ai] is a set of
subalgebras containing D such that every subframe of A is contained in some
Ai . Then LdD Amaxi [LdD A i ]. If, moreover, D is the base field k and
each Ai is right Ore, then Ld A=maxi [Ld Ai].
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Proof. For every subframe V/A, there is an i such that V/Ai . Hence
if V satisfies VDI(AD)d , then V satisfies VDI(Ai D)d . So d is no more
than LdD Ai . Therefore LdDAmaxLdD [Ai ].
If D is the base field k and each Ai is right Ore, by Theorem 2.4(3),
Ld AmaxLd[Ai ]. Therefore Ld A=maxLd[Ai ]. K
In Proposition 2.5 the condition Ai being right Ore is necessary as dis-
cussed after Corollary 2.3. Next we prove Proposition 0.2. We need an
inequality which was proved in [LW, 2]. It is in fact a consequence of
[CGFS, The Product Theorem] too.
Lemma 2.6. Let d be an integer greater 2. Suppose that S is a finite
set of points in the d-space Rd. For each i=1, ..., d, let pi be the canonical
projection from Rd to Rd&1 defined by (a1 , ..., ai&1 , ai , ai+1 , ..., ad) 
(a1 , ..., ai&1 , a i+1 , ..., ad). Let | pi (S)| and |S| be the cardinalities of p i (S)
and S respectively. Then >di=1 | pi (S)||S|
d&1.
Theorem 2.7. If A is a commutative domain, then Ld A=GKdim A. As
a consequence if F is a commutative field, then Ld F=tdeg F.
Proof. We first prove the statement for A=k[x1 , ..., xd]. Note that
GKdim A=d. If d=1, by Example 1.5, Ld k[x1]=1=GKdim k[x1].
Now suppose that d2 and let V=k+di=1 kxi . We claim that V satisfies
VDI(A)d , which implies that Ld Ad, whence Ld A=d by Proposition
1.4. Since Nd is an ordered semigroup and A=k[x1 , ..., xd] is the semi-
group algebra k[Nd], there is a leading-term map & from A to A (see [Zhl,
6.1]). For each subspace W of A, dim W=dim &(W ) and dim VW
dim V&(W ) (see [Zh1, 6.4]). Thus, to prove (1-3) for all subspaces W it
suffices to prove (1-3) for Nd-graded subspaces W. Let W be a graded
subspace mj=1 kx
gj where gj # Nd. Let S=[g # Nd | x g # W] and
T=[g # Nd | x g # VW]. Then |S|=dim W and |T |=dim VW. By the
definition of T and VW we have T=S _ S1 _ } } } _ Sd where Si=S+ei=
[g+ei | g # S]. Since S is a finite set in Rd, it is easy to see that
|(S+ei)&S|pi (S). By Lemma 2.6,
|T&S|d ‘
d
i=1
|(S+e i)&S|  ‘
d
i=1
pi (S)|S|d&1.
Therefore |T&S| |S| (d&1)d, whence |T |=|S|+ |T&S||S|+|S| (d&1)d.
Replacing |S| and |T | by dim W and dim VW respectively, we proved our
claim.
In general let A be a commutative domain. Pick any subframe V/A and
let d=GKdim k[V]. By the Noether normalization theorem there is a
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subframe W of k[V] such that k[W] is isomorphic to k[x1 , ..., xd]. By the
statement we prove in the last paragraph and Theorem 2.4(3),
d=Ld k[W]Ld k[V]GKdim k[V]=d.
Therefore Ld k[V]=GKdim k[V]. Since A=V k[V], the statement
follows from Proposition 2.5.
If F is a field, then GKdim F=tdeg F and hence Ld F=tdeg F. K
Here is an immediate consequence and part (1) of which is Proposi-
tion 0.4(2).
Corollary 2.8. (1) If A is a prime PI algebra, then Ld A=GKdim A
=Tdeg A.
(2) If A is a locally PI domain, then Ld A=GKdim A.
Proof. (1) By [Zh1, 5.3], GKdim A=Tdeg A. Hence it remains to
show that Ld A=GKdim A. Let Q be the quotient algebra of A. By
Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show Ld QGKdim A. By
Kaplansky’s Theorem [MR, 13.3.8], Q is a finite module over its center,
F say. By Theorem 2.4(2),
Ld QLd F=GKdim F=GKdim QGKdim A.
(2) Follows from (1) and Proposition 2.5. K
By Corollary 2.8(1), Ld A=GKdim A if A is prime and PI. Therefore we
can compute Ld by using GKdim. Since GKdim is relatively easy to com-
pute, it will be nice to show that some other algebras have this property.
So we introduce the following technical notion. An algebra A is called
LdD-stable if LdD A=GKdimD A. If D is the base field k, we simply say
Ld-stable. It is easy to see that if A is Ld-stable, then
(a) A is Tdeg-stable in the sense of [Zh1, Definition 3.5], and
(b) Ld A=Tdeg A.
Corollary 2.8 says that prime PI algebras and locally PI domains are
Ld-stable. We will show that many other algebras are Ld-stable (see
Theorem 0.5).
Now we are ready to prove Corollary 0.8.
Proof of Corollary 0.8. Let B be an Ld-stable right Ore subdomain
of Q. Then GKdim B=Ld B. By Theorems 2.4(3) and 2.1(2) and Proposi-
tion 1.4,
GKdim B=Ld BLd Q=Ld AGKdim A.
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If F is a commutative subalgebra, of Q, then F is Ld-stable and Ore,
whence the result. K
3. FINITE EXTENSIONS AND TENSOR PRODUCTS
One basic property of the classical transcendence degree is that if F $/F
are commutative fields and if F is finite dimensional over F $, then
tdeg F=tdeg F $. In the first half of this section we will prove a similar
property for Ld.
Proposition 3.1. Let B/A be algebras containing a division subalgebra
D and suppose that A is a finite free right B-module. Then LdD ALdD B.
If, moreover, A is a free left B-module, then Ld A=Ld B and A is Ld-stable
if and only if B is.
Proof. If LdD B=, nothing needs to be proved. So we assume that
LdD B<. Write A= pi=1 x iB where [x i]
p
i=1 is a right B-linear basis of
A. Let d>LdD B. Then for any subframe V1 /B and any small positive
constant c, there is a right D-subspace W1 /B such that
(dim V1W1)1d<(dim W1)1d+c. (3-1)
For every subframe V/A, there is a subframe V1 /B such that
 pi=1 Vxi /
p
i=1 x iV1 . Pick W1 satisfying (3-1) and let W=
p
i=1 xiW1 ,
we have
dim VW=dim V \
p
i=1
x iW1+=dim :
p
i=1
Vxi W1
dim :
p
i=1
Vxi V1 W1= p dim V1 W1 .
By (3-1), we obtain
(dim VW )1d<( p dim W1)1d+ p1dc=(dim W )1d+ p1dc.
Since p is fixed and c can be arbitrarily small, V does not satisfy
VDI(AD)d . Therefore LdD Ad and LdD ALdD B.
If A is a free left B-module, then Ld ALd B [Theorem 2.4(1)]. Hence
Ld A=Ld B. Since GKdim A=GKdim B, A is Ld-stable if and only if B
is. K
The following corollary lists some consequences of Proposition 3.1; part
(3) is an analogue of [Zh1, 2.7].
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Corollary 3.2. Let A be an algebra.
(1) If B is a division subalgebra of A and A is a finite right B-module,
then Ld A=Ld B.
(2) Let B be a finite dimensional algebra. Then Ld AB=Ld A.
Further A is Ld-stable if and only if AB is.
(3) Let Mn(A) be the n_n-matrix algebra over A. Then
Ld Mn(A)=Ld A.
(4) Let G be a finite group and A V G a skew group ring. Then
Ld A V G=Ld A.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 0.3(1).
Corollary 3.3. Let B/A be prime right Goldie algebras. Then
Ld BLd A. If moreover A is a finitely generated right B-module and B is
artinian, then Ld A=Ld B.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1(2) we may assume that A is a simple artinian
ring Mn(A$) for some division algebra A$. By [MR, 3.1.16], the quotient
ring Q(B) of B embeds Mk(A$) for some kn. By Corollary 3.2(3) and
Proposition 2.1(2), we may assume that B is a division algebra, whence the
first statement follows from Theorem 2.4(2).
If B is artinian and AB is finitely generated, then A is artinian. Therefore
the second statement follows from Propositions 3.1 and Corollary 3.2(3). K
By Corollary 3.3 if A and B are prime right Goldie algebras and if
Ld B<Ld A then there is no injective algebra homomorphism from A to
B.
By Proposition 3.1, if B is a finite dimensional algebra, then LdD A
BLdD A. In the rest of this section we will generalize this inequality to
LdD ABLdD A+Ld B for some infinite dimensional algebras B. The
following technical condition will be used in the proof. We say B satisfies
condition (N) if there is a subframe of U/B such that
(N1) B is a right localization of k[U] over an Ore set of regular
elements;
(N2) there are positive constants a and b such that |dim Un&and|
bnd&1 for an n where d=Ld B.
It is easy to see that commutative domains, the Weyl algebras, universal
enveloping algebras and many connected graded noetherian algebras with
finite global dimension (e.g. the Sklyanin algebras [Theorem 6.5]) and
their quotient division algebras satisfy the condition (N ).
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Theorem 3.4. Let A be an algebra containing a division subalgebra D
and B an algebra satisfying the condition (N ). Then LdD AB
LdD A+Ld B.
In fact it can be checked that the equality LdD AB=LdD A+Ld B
holds for most algebras listed before Theorem 3.4 (also see Corollary 5.5(5)).
Proof. By Proposition 2.1(1,3), we may further assume that B=k[U].
Suppose that V is a subframe of AB satisfying VDI(ABD)e . It suf-
fices to show that eLdD A+d where d=Ld B. We may assume e>d1
to avoid triviality. Replacing V by a larger subframe we may assume that
V=VA U t for some subframe VA /A and some t. Replacing U by U t,
the condition (N2) holds for some other a and b, so we may assume that
V=VA U. We claim that VA satisfies VDI(AD)e&d , which implies that
LdD Ae&d as required. Let W be a finite dimensional right D-space of
A. Since VA U satisfies VDI(ABD)e , there is a positive constant c
such that
dimD(VA U)(WU n)dimD WUn+c(dimD WUn)(e&1)e
for all n1, or equivalently,
dimD VAW dim U n+1dimD W dim Un+c(dimD W dim Un) (e&1)e.
Divided by qn+1 :=dim U n+1, we have
dimD VAWdimD Wqnq&1n+1+c(dimD Wqn)
(e&1)eq&1n+1
=dimD W+ f (W, n)(dimD W ) (e&d&1)(e&d )
where
f (W, n)=(dimD W )1(e&d ) (qn q&1n+1&1)
+c(dimD W ) (e&1)e&(e&d&1)(e&d )q (e&1)en q
&1
n+1 .
We need to show that there is a positive constant c$ such that, for every
W, f (W, n)c$ for some n. Using (N2) and some elementary calculus, we
have qn q&1n+1&1&a$n
&1 and q (e&1)en q
&1
n+1b$n
&de for some positive
constant a$ and b$ (only dependent on a, b, d and e). Let p denote dimD W.
Then f (W, n)&a$( p&1(e&d)n)&1+cb$( p&1(e&d )n)&de. It is obvious that
&a$x&1+cb$x&de>0 for all x>>0. Let c$ be an positive constant and m
an integer such that &a$x&1+b$x&dec$ for all mxm+1. For every
p1, there is an n such that p&1(e&d )n is in the closed interval between m
and m+1. Therefore f (W, n)c$ for such an n. Thus we have proven our
claim. K
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The following corollary is analogous to [KL, 3.10].
Corollary 3.5. Let A and B be algebras. Suppose that either A or B
satisfies the condition (N ). Then
max[Ld A, Ld B]Ld ABLd A+Ld B.
Proof. The first inequality follows from Theorem 2.4(l) and the second
from Theorem 3.4. K
4. FILTERED ALGEBRAS
In this section we show that filtered algebras studied in [Zh1] are
Ld-stable. The method we use is the valuation defined in [Zh1] and
[Zh2]. Let A and B be algebras containing the same division subalgebra
D and let & be a map from A to B. We call & a valuation from A to B over
D if the following conditions hold:
(v1) &(at)=&(a) t for all a # A and t # D;
(v2) &(a){0 for all nonzero a # A;
(v3) for any a, b # A, either &(a)&(b)=&(ab) or &(a)&(b)=0;
(v4) for any right D-subspace W of A, dimD &(W )=dimD W where
&(W ) :=x # W k&(x).
Note that if W is a right D-space, then so is &(W). Also in [Zh1, Sec-
tion 6] the condition (v3) was slightly different. The main example of
valuation is the leading-term map of a G-filtered algebra, where G is any
ordered semigroup. Let A be an algebra with a filtration [Fg | g # G] of
subspaces of A. Suppose that the filtration satisfies the following condi-
tions:
(f0) D/Fe where e is the unit of G;
(f1) Fg /Fh for all g<h in G;
(f2) FgFh /Fgh for all g, h # G;
for every g # G, we define F<g to be h<g Fh ,
(f3) A=g # G (Fg&F<g);
(f4) 1 # Fe&F<e (and hence D/Fe&F<e).
Then we define the associated graded algebra to be gr(A) :=
g # G Fg F<g with the multiplication determined by (a+F<g)(b+F<h)
=ab+F<gh (see [KL, p. 731 for the case G=Z). We define a map
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& : A  gr(A) by &(a)=a+F<g for all a # Fg&F<g . This & is called the
leading-term map of A and it is easy to see that it satisfies (v1, 2, 3, 4) (see
[Zh1, Section 6] for a proof of (v4)). If
(f5) gr(A) is a G-graded domain,
then &(a)&(b)=0 will not happen in (v3). Therefore [Zh2, 2.1] and
[Zh1, 6.5, 6.6] hold and we list these statements below. The proofs can be
obtained easily by modifying the proofs in [Zh1, Section 6] and [Zh2,
Section 2].
Lemma 4.1. Let A and B be algebras containing D and let & be a valuation
from A to B. Then
(1) &(cV )#&(c)&(V ) for all c # A and V/A.
(2) &(V+W )#&(V )+&(W ) for all V, W/A.
(3) &(VW )#&(V )&(W ) for all V, W/A. As a consequence, if W is a
right D-space, then dimD VWdimD &(V)&(W).
(4) dimD VnDdimD &(V )nD for all V/A and all n1.
Proposition 4.2. Let A and B be algebras containing D and let & be a
valuation from A to B.
(1) Suppose that S is a left Ore set of regular elements of A and that
&(S) :=[&(s)] | [s # S] is a left Ore set of regular elements of B. Then & can
be extented to a valuation from S&1A to &(S)&1B.
(2) Suppose that S is a right Ore set of regular elements of A such that
sD=Ds for all s # S and that &(S) :=&(s)|s # S is a right Ore set of regular
elements of B. Then & can be extented to a valuation from AS&1 to B&(S)&1.
(3) If moreover &(s) are invertible in B for all s # S, then & can be
extented to a valuation S&1A to B in case (1) and a valuation from AS&1
to B in case (2).
Similar to [Zh1, 6.8 and 6.9] we have the following.
Theorem 4.3. Let A and B be algebras containing a division subalgebra
D and suppose that & is a valuation from A to B such that &(A)=B. Then
the following statements hold.
(1) GKdimD AGKdimD B.
(2) If B is a domain, then TdegD ATdegD B.
(3) LdD ALdD B.
(4) If GKdimD A=GKdimD B and B is LdD -stable, then A is
LdD -stable.
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Proof. (1) and (2) Follow from Lemma 4.1(4).
(3) Since dimD VWdimD &(V )&(W ) [Lemma 4.1(3)], &(V ) satisfy-
ing VDI(BD)d implies that V satisfies VDI(AD)d . For every subframe V$
of B, there is a subframe V of A such that &(V )#V$. Hence LdD ALdD B.
(4) Follows from (3) and Proposition 2.4. K
Since the Weyl algebras and universal enveloping algebras are filtered
algebras satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3(4), the following holds.
Corollary 4.4. The following algebras are Ld-stable.
(1) The universal enveloping algebras U(L) of finite dimensional Lie
algebras L.
(2) The n-th Weyl algebra An for every n1.
Suppose that B is a G-filtered algebra with associated graded grB (where
G is an ordered semigroup) and A is an algebra. Then AB is G-filtered,
and its associated graded algebra is isomorphic to AgrB. The following
is another consequence of Theorem 4.3.
Corollary 4.5. Let A and B be algebras and let B be G-filtered. Then
Ld ABLd AgrB.
5. POLYNOMIAL EXTENSIONS
In this section we prove Theorems 0.3(3) and 0.5(4) and Corollary 0.7.
We need the following lemma proven by P. Tseng.
Lemma 5.1. Let d1 and c>0 be fixed constants. Suppose that [ai]ni=1
and [bi]ni=1 are sequences of non-negative numbers such that
biai+ca (d&1)di
for all i=1, ..., n. Then there is a constant c$>0 only dependent on c and d
such that
:
n
i=1
bi+max
i
[bi] :
n
i=1
ai+c$ \ :
n
i=1
ai+
d(d+1)
.
Proof. (Tseng) Let x denote maxi[ai] and let N denote ni=1 ai . We
may assume that x>0 to avoid the trivial case, and hence N>0. By the
hypothesis on bi , we have
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:
n
i=1
b i+max
i
[bi] :
n
i=1
ai+c :
n
i=1
a1&1di +max
i
[a i]
N+c :
n
i=1
ai x1d+x
=N+cNx&1d+x.
Consider the function f (x)=N+cNx1d+x for x>0. By calculus, f (x)
has the absolute minimum N+cN(cNd )&(1)(d+1)+(cNd )d(d+1) at
x=(cNd )d(d+1). Hence
f (x)N+(c(cd )&1(d+1)+(cd )d(d+1))Nd(d+1).
Therefore
:
n
i=1
bi+max
i
[bi] f (x) :
n
i=1
ai+c$ \ :
n
i=1
ai+
d(d+1)
where c$=(c(cd )&1(d+1)+(cd )d(d+1)). K
Theorem 5.2. Let A be an algebra containing D, _ an automorphism of
A such that _(D)=D and $ a _-derivation. Then
LdD A[x, _, $]LdD A+1.
If A is a left Ore domain, then
LdD Q(A[x, _, $])LdD Q(A)+1
where Q(&) denotes the left quotient division ring of a domain &.
Remark. The inequalities in Theorem 5.2 may be strict. In [StZ] there
is an example of infinitely generated field F of transcendence degree 1 with
an automorphism _ such that
Ld F[x, _]=Ld Q(F[x, _])=>Ld F+1=2.
Proof. There is a natural filtration defined by the degree of x on the
algebra A[x, _, $] such that the associated graded algebra is A[x, _].
Hence there is a valuation from A[x, _, $] to A[x, _]. By Theorem 4.3(3),
LdD A[x, _, $]LdD A[x, _]. It is now suffices to show that LdD A[x, _]
LdD A+1. Since the leading-term map of A[x, _] is a valuation, we can
use Lemma 4.1(3). Hence to prove VDI(A[x, _]D)d we only need to
prove (1-3) for graded k-subspace V and graded right D-subspace W.
Suppose that a subframe V1 of A satisfies VDI(AD)d . We claim that
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V=V1+V1x satisfies VDI(A[x, _]D)d+1 . Since _(D)=D, xD=Dx and
every graded right D-subspace W of A[x, _] can be written as  ni=1 Wix
i
where every Wi is a right D-subspace of A. Hence
dimD V1WidimD Wi+c(dimD W i) (d&1)d (5-1)
where c is a positive constant. Since ax=xa_ for all a # A, we have
VW= :
n
i=0
(V1+V1x) W ixi= :
n+1
i=0
(V1Wi+V1W _
&1
i&1) x
i.
Let pi=dimD(V1Wi+V1W _
&1
i&1). Then dimD VW=
n+1
i=0 p i and
pimax[dimD V1W i , dimD V1W _
&1
i&1]. (5-2)
Let ai=dimD Wi=dimD W _
&1
i and bi=a i+ca
(d&1)d
i for all i=0, 1, ..., n.
By (5-2), we have pimax[bi , bi&1] for all i. Suppose that bl=maxi[b i]
for some 0ln. Then plbl , pibi for all i<l, and p i+1b i for all
il. Therefore
:
n+1
i=0
p i :
n
i=0
bi+max
i
[bi] :
n
i=0
a i+c$ \ :
n
i=0
ai+
d(d+1)
where c$ is the constant given in Lemma 5.1. This means that
dimD VWdimD W+c$(dimD W )d(d+1)
and hence V satisfies VDI(A[x, _]D)d+1 . Therefore LdD A[x, _]
LdD A+1.
If A is left Ore, then so is A[x, _, $]. Combining with the inclusion
A[x, _]/Q(A)[x\1, _], we obtain a valuation from A[x, _, $] to Q(A)
[x\1, _]. By Proposition 4.2(3), there is an extented valuation &
from Q(A[x, _, $)]) to Q(A)[x\1, _] such that &(Q(A[x, _, $]))=
Q(A)[x\1, _]. By Theorem 4.3(3), LdD Q(A[x, _, $)]LdD Q(A)
[x\1, _]. It remains to show LdD Q(A)[x\1, _]LdD Q(A)+1. Since
[xn | n0] is an Ore set of Q(A)[x, _] and xnD=Dxn, by Proposition
2.1(1) and the statement proven in the last paragraph, we obtain
LdD Q(A)[x\1, _]=LdD Q(A)[x, _]LdD Q(A)+1. K
It is unknown if Tdeg A[x, _, $]Tdeg A+1. Using the above we can
prove this inequality when A is a commutative domain. More generally we
prove Corollary 0.7.
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Corollary 5.3. Let A, _ and $ be as in Theorem 5.2 and suppose that
LdD A=TdegD A (e.g., A is LdD -stable). Then
TdegD A[x, _, $]TdegD A+1.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 5.2. K
Several more consequences are in order.
Corollary 5.4. Let A be an algebra and let _ be an automorphism of
A of finite order such that _(D)=D. Then LdD A[x, _]=LdD A[x\1, _]=
LdD A+1. Further, A[x, _] and A[x\1, _] are LdD -stable if and only if A
is.
Proof. By Theorem 5.2, LdD A[x, _]LdD A+1. It remains to show
the opposite inequality. Since A[x, _] is a finite free module over
A[xn, id]$Ak[x]. By Proposition 3.1,
LdD A[x, _]LdD A[xn, id]=LdD Ak[x].
Since k[x] satisfies the condition (N ), by Theorem 3.4, LdD (A
k[x])LdD A+1. Therefore LdD A[x, _]=LdD A+1. It is easy to see
that GKdimD A[x, _]=GKdimD A+1. Hence A[x, _] is LdD -stable if
and only if A is. The same argument works for A[x\1, _]. K
Corollary 5.5. Let A be a domain.
(1) If A is finitely generated connected graded with GKdim A2,
then Ld A2. If moreover GKdim A=2, then A is Ld-stable.
(2) Let A V Zn be a skew group ring. Then Ld A V ZdLd A+d.
(3) If A contains a normal element such that i xiA=0 and A(x) is
a domain, then Ld ALd A(x)+1. If moreover A(x) is Ld-stable and
GKdim A=GKdim A(x)+1, then A is Ld-stable.
(4) Let B be a filtered algebra such that the associated algebra grB is
either a commutative domain or k V Zn or k V Nn. Then Ld AB
Ld A+LdgrB.
(5) Let B be an algebra listed in [Zh1, 1.1(3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)]. Then
Ld AB=Ld A+Ld B.
Proof. (1) If A is not right Ore, then Ld A= [Proposition 2.2]. If A
is right Ore, then it is graded right Ore, so the graded quotient algebra
Qgr(A) of A is isomorphic to D[x\1, _] for some division algebra D and
some automorphism _ of D. Since A is finitely generated, D is finitely
generated. If GKdim D=0, then D is finite dimensional and GKdim D
[x\1, _]=1. Hence A/D[x\1, _] has GKdim at most 1 and this is a
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contradiction. Therefore GKdim D1 and hence Ld D1 [Proposition
1.2]. By Proposition 2.1(2) and Theorem 5.2,
Ld A=Ld Qgr(A)Ld D+12.
If GKdim A=2, then, by Proposition 1.4, Ld A=2 and A is Ld-stable.
We leave the proofs of (2) to (5) to the interested reader. Corollary 4.5
is needed for (4), and Theorem. 3.4 and Corollary 6.3 are needed for
(5). K
By Corollary 5.5(1,3), we can check that the algebras listed in Corollary
5.6 are Ld-stable because these algebras have normal elements. The details
are left to the interested reader and for more information see [Zh1,
Section 10].
Corollary 5.6. The following algebras are Ld-stable.
(1) The 3-dimensional Artin-Schelter regular algebras generated in
degree 1.
(2) The 4-dimensional Sklyanin algebra.
Following from [Sc2] a simple artinian ring is called stratiform over k
if there is a chain of simple artinian rings
S=Sn #Sn&1 # } } } #S1 #S0=k
where either Si+1 is finite-dimensional over Si on both sides or else Si+1
is isomorphic to Si (xi , _, $). The stratiform length of S is defined to be the
number of steps in the chain that are infinite-dimensional. By [Sc2, Thm.
10], the stratiform length of S is an invariant of S. Corollary 0.9 is an
immediate consequence of Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 5.2. If D is
stratiform, then DDop is noetherian and hence every division subalgebra
is finitely generated [Sc2]. It is easy to construct a finitely generated
division algebra with an infinitely generated subfield, and hence such a
division algebra is not stratiform.
6. GRADED ALGEBRAS AND THE SKLYANIN ALGEBRAS
In this section we first show that to compute Ld we only need to
consider graded subspaces for a G-graded algebras where G is an ordered
semigroup. Second we use the connection to the skew polynomial ring to
show that the higher-dimensional Sklyanin algebras are Ld-stable.
Let G be an ordered semigroup and D a division algebra. If A is a
G-graded algebra and if we consider LdD , then we assume that D is a
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division subalgebra contained in Ae where e is the unit of G. Let & be the
leading-term map of A. Hence & is a valuation (see Section 4).
Lemma 6.1. Let A be a G-graded algebra containing a division
subalgebra D and G an ordered semigroup.
(1) If V is a subspace of A and &(V ) satisfies VDI(AD)d , then V
satisfies VDI(AD)d .
(2) Let V be a graded subspace of A. Then V satisfies VDI(AD)d if
and only if (1-3) holds for all graded right D-subspaces W.
Proof. (1) Suppose that &(V ) satisfies VDI(AD)d . For every right
D-subspace W, by Lemma 4.1(3) and (1-3),
dimD VWdimD &(V ) &(W )
dimD &(W )+c(dimD &(W)) (d&1)d
=dimD W+c(dimD W) (d&1)d.
Hence V satisfies VDI(AD)d .
(2) Note that &(W ) is graded for any right D-module W. The proof
of (1) works for (2). K
Let G be a semigroup and D a division algebra. Let D V G be a crossed
product of D over G. Hence D V G is a G-graded algebra with each graded
component isomorphic to D as a left and a right D-module.
Proposition 6.2. Let G be an ordered semigroup and D a division
algebra. Then
(1) GKdimD D V G=GKdim kG where kG is the group ring.
(2) TdegD D V G=Tdeg kG.
(3) LdDD V G=Ld kG. In particular, LdDD V Nn=n.
Proof. We leave the proof of (1, 2) to the interested readers.
(3) By Lemma 6.1, we only need consider graded subspaces. Let
V/D V G be a graded subspaces. Then there is a finite subset V0 /G such
that V=g # V0 gTg for some subspaces Tg /D. Every graded right D-
module has a form of W0D for some finite set W0 /G. Hence dimD VW
dimD W+c(dimDW ) (d&1)d if and only if |V0W0 ||W0 |+c|W0 | (d&1)d
where |&| is the cardinality of &. For the G-graded algebra kG a similar
statement holds. Therefore LdDD V G=Ld kG.
In particular, LdD D V Nn=Ld kNn=Ld k[x1 , ..., xn]=n. K
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Corollary 6.3. The following algebras are Ld-stable.
(1) Skew polynomial algebras kpij[x1 , ..., xn] and kpij[x
\1
1 , ..., x
\1
n ].
(2) Quantum matrix algebras Mq, pij (n) and GLq, pij (n).
(3) Quantum Weyl algebras An(q, pij).
(4) Quantum universal enveloping algebra Uq(sl2).
Proof. (1) Follows from Proposition 6.2(3).
(2, 3, 4) By [Zh1, Section 7] there are proper valuations from the
quantum algebras to the skew polynomial ring kpij[x1 , ..., xn] or its
localization. Similar to the discussion in [Zh1, Section 7], Theorem
4.3(3,4) and part (1) imply these algebras are Ld-stable. K
It is unknown, and we conjecture, that the group algebra kG is Ld-stable
for every ordered semigroup G. By Corollary 5.6, the 3 and 4-dimensional
Sklyanin algebras are Ld-stable. Now we are going to prove the higher
dimensional Sklyanin algebras are also Ld-stable, which is a consequence
of the following.
Proposition 6.4. Let D V G be a crossed product of G and a division
algebra D. Let A/D V G be a subalgebra such that the multiplication map
DA  D V G is a (D, A)-bimodule isomorphism. Then
(1) GKdim A=GKdimD D V G.
(2) Ld ALdD D V G.
Note that the subalgebra A in the above proposition may not be
G-graded. By Propositions 6.2 and 6.4, if kG is Ld-stable, then A (in
Proposition 6.4) is Ld-stable. It is unclear what is the relationship between
TdegD D V G and Tdeg A.
Proof. We leave the proof of (1) to the interested reader.
(2) For any d<LdD D V G, there is a graded subframe V0 /kG such
that V0 satisfies VDI(D V GD)d . Since DA$D V G, there is a subframe
V/A such that DV#DV0=V0 D. We claim that V satisfies VDI(A)d . Let
l dimD denote the dimension of a left D-space. For any subspace W/A we
have dim VW=l dimD DVW because DA$D V G. Let & be the leading-
term map of D V G. Hence we obtain
dim VW=l dimD DVWl dimD DV0W
=l dimD DV0DWl dim &(DV0) &(DW ) (6-1)
=l dimD DV0&(DW).
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Since &(DW ) is a graded left D-subspace in the algebra D V G, it is also a
right D-subspace of the same dimension. Further l dimD DV0 &(DW)=
dimD V0&(DW) because DV0&(DW )=V0&(DW) is a graded left (and
hence right) D-subspace. Since V0 satisfies VDI(D V GD)d ,
dimD V0&(DW)dimD &(DW )+c(dimD &(DW )) (d&1)d. (6-2)
Since
dimD &(DW )=l dimD &(DW )=l dimD DW=dim W,
it follows from (6-1) and (6-2) that V satisfies VDI(A)d . Therefore Ld A
LdDD V G. K
The n-dimensional Sklyanin algebras Sn (for n5) were constructed and
studied in [OF] and [TV]. Tate and van den Bergh [TV] proved that Sn
has the Hilbert series of the polynomial algebra in n-variables and hence Sn
has Gkdim n. By [TV, Cor. A.4] (or [Te, 2.1(ii)] for an exact statement),
there exists an injective homomorphism. , : Sn  K V Nn of Z-graded
k-algebras such that , induces isomorphism KSn $K V Nn of
(K, Sn)-bimodule, where K is the function field of E_n for the elliptic curve
E associated to Sn (see [TV] for more details). This bimodule
isomorphism also exists for n=3 and 4. Identifying Sn with its image in
K V Nn, it follows from Proposition 6.4 that Ld Snn and hence Sn is
Ld-stable. Hence we have proven Theorem 0.5(2).
Corollary 6.5. The nth Sklyanin algebra Sn is Ld-stable for all n3.
Since Sn is an Ore domain, all non-zero Z-homogeneous elements forms
an Ore set. We denote the graded quotient ring by Qgr(Sn). Let Rn be the
division algebra of degree zero part of Qgr(Sn). Then Qgr(Sn)$Rn[x\1, _]
for some automorphism of _ of Rn . By Theorem 5.2, Ld Rnn&1 and we
now prove that equality holds.
Theorem 6.6. Let Sn be n-th Sklyanin algebra and Qgr(Sn)$
Rn[x\1, _]. Then Ld Rn=n&1.
Proof. We only need to show Ld Rnn&1. Here we will use the fact
that the bimodule isomorphism KSn $K V Nn is Z-graded. Let V be the
degree 1 part of Sn and x a non-zero element in V. Hence V$ :=x&1V is
a subframe of Rn . We claim that VDI(Rn)n&1 holds for V$. For every
subspace W$/Rn there is a homogeneous element y # Sn and a
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homogeneous subspace W/Sn such that W$=Wy&1. To prove dim V$W$
dim W$+(dim W$) (n&2)(n&1) it suffices to show that dim VWdim W
+(dim W )(n&2)(n&1). Using the valuation & defined by the Nn-grading and
the argument given in the proof of Proposition 6.4, we have
dim VW=l dimK KV&(KW )=dimK KV&(KW )
and
dimK &(KW )=dim W.
Therefore it is basically reduced to the case when A=kNn$k[x1 , ..., xn],
V=i kxi is the degree 1 part of A and W is a Z-graded homogeneous
subspace of A. Since the graded quotient of A is isomorphic to
k(X1 , ..., Xn&1)[x\n ] where Xi=xix
&1
n , by Theorem 2.7 and its proof, we
have x&1n VWx
&degW
n /k(X1 , ..., Xn&1) and
dim(x&1n VWx
&degW
n ) dim Wx
&degW
n +(dim Wx
&degW
n )
(n&2)(n&1).
Thus we obtain
dim(VW )dim W+(dim W) (n&2)(n&1)
as required. K
7. DEFORMATIONS AND THE BASE FIELD EXTENSIONS
Let k[[t]] denote the power series ring of one variable t and k((t)) be
the Laurent power series ring. A formal deformation of A is a k((t))-vector
space Ak((t)) :=Ak((t)) with an associative k((t))-bilinear multiplication
v in the form
a vb=ab+tF1(a, b)+t2F2(a, b)+ } } } (7-1)
for all a, b # A/Ak((t)) . Note that the right-hand side of (7-1) is in A((t))
and we have to assume that it is in Ak((t)) to make Ak((t)) an algebra. Let
Ak[[t]] denote Ak[[t]]. Then Ak[[t]] is an k[[t]]-subalgebra of Ak((t))
with the multiplication defined by (7-1). We denote the deformed algebra
by (Ak((t)) , v ) to indicate the change of the multiplication and usually v
will be dropped if no confusion occurs. For more details see [Ge]. If
the sum in the right-hand of (7-1) is finite, then the deformed algebras
Ak[t] :=Ak[t] and Ak(t) :=Ak(t) with the multiplication given in
(7-1) can be defined. It is easy to see that Ak[t] }k[t] k[[t]]=Ak[[t]] and
Ak(t) }k(t) k((t))=Ak((t)) . We will prove that
Ldk((t))(Ak((t)) , v)Ld A. (7-2)
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If the sum in the right-hand of (7-1) is finite, we also prove that
Ldk(t)(Ak(t) , v)Ld A. (7-3)
We consider a slightly more general situation. Let R be a commutative
normal domain of Krull dimension 1 and m a maximal ideal of R such that
Rm=k. Obvious examples of R include k[[t]], k[t] and any localization
of k[t] which is not a field. Let K denote the quotient field of R. Let AR
be an R-algebra which is free as an R-module. Then the k-algebra
A :=AR ARm is called a specialization of AR , AR is called a deformation of
A and the localization AK :=AR K is called a generic deformation of A. The
formal deformation defined above is a special case with R=k[[t]].
Proposition 7.1. Let R and AR , A and AK be defined as above. Then
(1) GKdimK AKGKdim A.
(2) TdegK AKTdeg A if A is a domain.
(3) LdK AKLd A.
We need a lemma. Suppose that R is a discrete valuation ring (DVR)
with the maximal ideal m and let K be the quotient field of R. Let VR be
a free R-module and VK denote VRK. Since m is maximal, V :=VRVR m
is a k-vector space (where k=Rm) and there is a canonical R-module
homomorphism , : VR  V.
Lemma 7.2. Let R, VR , V, VK and , be as above. If W is a finite dimen-
sion K-subspace of VK , then there is a basis [ f1 , ..., fp] of W such that each
fi is in VR and [,( f1), ..., ,( fp)] is a basis of ,(W & VR). In particular,
dim ,(W & VR)=dimKW.
Proof. Since VR is free and W is finite dimensional, we may assume
that VR is finitely generated with a basis [x1 , ..., xn]. These n elements also
serve as a basis for VK and V. Since R is local, every basis of V can be lifted
to a basis of VR and hence a basis of VK . Without loss of generality we
may assume that [,(x1), ..., ,(xg)] (for qn) is a basis for ,(W & VR). Lift
,(xi) to fi # W & VR and write f i=nj=1 aijxj for all 1iq. By the choices
of fi we see that the matrix (aij)q_q become the identity in k :=Rm. By
invert this matrix we obtain another set of preimages of [,(xi)]qi=1 say
[ f $i]qi=1 in the form f $i=x i+ j>q aijxj for some aij # m. We claim that
[ f $i]qi=1 is a basis of W. If not, there is w # W&jq Kf $j . Say w= i bi xi ,
then w$ :=w&qi=1 bi f $i is an nonzero element in W &  i>q Kx i . Write
w$=i>q dixi . Since R is a DVR, there is d # K such that dw$=
 d $i xi # W & VR with some d $i # R&m. Therefore ,(dw$){0 and not in
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qi=1 k,(x i). This contradicts that [,(xi)]
q
i=1 is a basis of ,(W & VR).
Therefore we proved our claim. K
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Replacing R by the localization Rm does not
change the statements. Since R is normal of Krull dimension 1, Rm is a
DVR. Therefore we may assume that R itself is a DVR.
The canonical map from AR to A=AR ARm is denoted by ,. Hence ,
preserves the multiplication. Suppose that [xi]i # I is a basis of AR . If
V=i # I0 k,(xi) is a subframe of A for some finite subset I0 /I, then VR
and VK denote i # I0 Rxi and  i # I0 Kxi respectively.
(1) Every subframe V/A (or K-subframe V$/AK) is contained in a
subframe generated by a finite subset of [xi]. Hence we may only consider
such subframes. For a subframe V=i # I0 k,(xi), it is easy to see that
VnR /V
n
K & AR . Hence by Lemma 7.2,
dimK V nK=dim ,(V
n
K & AR)dim ,(V
n
R)=dim ,(VR)
n=dim Vn.
Therefore GKdimKAKGKdim A.
(2) Let d be any number less than Tdeg A. Then there is a subframe
V such that for every nonzero element b # A, GKdim k[bV]d. We may
assume that V=i # I0 k,(x i). It suffices to prove that GKdimK K[cVK]d
for all nonzero element c # AK . We may replace c by ac for some a # K such
that ac # AR&ARm, and such a exists because R is a DVR. By Lemma 7.2,
dimK (K+acVK)n=dim ,((K+acVK)n & AR)dim ,((R+acVR)n)
=dim ,(R+acVR)n=dim(k+,(ac)V )n.
Hence GkdimK K[cVK]GKdim k[,(ac)V]d. Thus TdegK AKd as
desired.
(3) For every d<Ld A, there is a subframe V=i # I0 k,(x i)/A
satisfies VDI(A)d . It suffices to show that VK satisfies VDI(AKK)d . For
every K-subspace W/AK , by Lemma 7.2, there is a K-basis [ fj] pj=1 for
WK such that [,( fj)] pj=1 is a basis for ,(WK & AR). Let WR and W denote
j Rfj and j k,( f j) respectively. Hence
dimK VK WK=dim ,(VKWK & AR)dim ,(VRWR)
=dim VWdim W+c(dim W )(d&1)d
=dimK WK+c(dimKWK) (d&1)d.
Therefore VK satisfies VDI(AK K)d as desired. K
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The inequalities (7-2) and (7-3) are immediate consequences of Proposi-
tion 7.1(3).
A special class of deformations is graded deformations of commutative
polynomial rings which has been studying in many details in quantum
groups. Such examples can be easily found in many papers related to quan-
tum groups and deformation theory. A formal deformation Ak((t)) of a
connected graded Ld-stable algebra A (e.g. k[x1 , ..., xn]) is called a graded
deformation if Ak((t)) is connected graded with the grading of A. Since A
and Ak((t)) have the same Hilbert series, GKdimk((t))Ak((t))GKdim A. By
Proposition 7.1,
Ldk((t)) Ak((t))Ld A.
Hence by Proposition 2.4, Ak((t)) is Ldk((t)) -stable and Ldk((t))Ak((t))=Ld A.
Therefore Proposition 0.6 follows.
In the rest of this section we prove that the lower transcendence degree
is preserved under the finitely generated field extension.
Proposition 7.3. Let K be a field extension of k and B=AK. Then
(1) GKdim A=GKdimK B.
(2) Tdeg ATdegK B. The equality holds if K=k(x1 , ..., xt).
(3) Ld ALdK B. The equality holds if K is finitely generated over k.
Proof. Every K-subframe of B is contained in VK :=VK for some
k-subframe V of A. So we may always choose such subframe to start with.
(1) Let V$=VK be a subframe of B. Then dimK (VK)n=
dimK VnK=dimk Vn. Hence GKdim A=GKdimK B.
(2) For every d<TdegK B, there is a K-subframe V$=VK/B such
that, for every regular element c of B, GKdimK K[cVK]>d. It is easy to
see that every regular element b of A is also regular in B. Hence
GKdim k[bV]= lim
n  
logn dim(k+bV)n
= lim
n  
logn dimK (K+bVK)n
=GKdimK K[bVK]>d.
Therefore Tdeg Ad and hence Tdeg ATdegK B. If K=k(x1 , ..., xt), then
the opposite inequality follows from Proposition 7.1(2) and induction on t.
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(3) Suppose that V$=VK satisfies VDI(BK)d . We will show that V
satisfies VDI(A)d . For every k-subspace W/A, WK is a K-subspace of B
with the same dimension. Hence
dim VW=dimK VWK=dimK VKWKdimKWK+c(dimK WK) (d&1)d
=dim W+c(dim W ) (d&1)d.
Hence V satisfies VDI(A)d . Therefore Ld ALdKB.
It remains to prove that Ld ALdK AK when K is finitely generated.
Since K is finitely generated, K can by obtained by finite steps of finite
extension and transcendental extension. By induction we only need to con-
sider the cases when K is finite over k and when K is the rational field k(t).
Case 1. K is finite over k. Let q=dimk K. Suppose that V/A is a sub-
frame satisfies VDI(A)d . Since B is a left free A-module, V satisfies
VDI(Bk)d [Theorem 2.4(l)]. Since V/VK , VK satisfies VDI(Bk)d . We
claim that VK satisfies VDI(BK)d . Let W be a K-subspace of B. Then
dimkW=q dimKW and
(dimK VKW )1d=(q dimk VKW )1d
q1d ((dimk W )1d+c$)
=(dimK W )1d+q1dc$.
Hence we proved our claim and Ld ALdK AK.
Case 2. K=k(t). Let R be the local ring of k[t] over the prime ideal
(t). Then Ak(t) is a deformation of A. By Proposition 7.1(3), Ld A
LdK AK. K
Proposition 7.3(3) is also an analogue of Proposition 6.4(2) for
non-graded algebras when D is a central subfield.
8. CONJECTURES
We first list conjectures made by Small, Artin, Artin and Stafford, and
the author and then study the relationship between these.
Conjecture 8.1 (Small). Let A be an Ore domain which is not locally
PI and F a commutative subalgebra of the quotient division algebra of A.
Then GKdim FGKdim A&1.
Conjecture 8.2 (Artin). Let D be a division algebra over an algebraically
closed field k with GKdim D>1. Then Ld D2.
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Conjecture 8.3 (ArtinStafford). Let A be a finitely generated connected
graded domain over an algebraically closed field k with GKdim A>2. Then
GKdim A3.
Conjecture 8.4. Suppose that there is a chain of finitely generated
division algebras
k=Q0 /Q1 / } } } /Qn=Q
such that each Qi is an infinite dimensional right Qi&1 -space. Then nLd Q.
Conjecture 8.5. Let A be a domain containing a division subalgebra D.
Then the following inequality holds
Ld D+LdD ALd A. (8-1)
Remark. There exists a division algebra A such that Ld D+LdD A<
Ld A. Let D=k( y, y12, ...) and A=D(x, _) with _( y)= y2. Then Ld D=
Tdeg D=1 and LdD A=1 [Example 1.5]. By [StZ], Ld A=.
Proposition 8.6. (1) Conjecture 8.5 implies Conjecture 8.1.
(2) Conjecture 8.5 implies Conjecture 8.4
(3) Conjecture 8.4 implies Conjecture 8.2
(4) Conjecture 8.2 implies Conjecture 8.3.
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 8.7. Let A be finitely generated as a division algebra and D
a division subalgebra. Then LdD A=0 if and only if A is a finite right
D-module.
Proof. If A is a finite dimensional right D-module, then it follows from
the definition that LdD A=0. Conversely we suppose that LdD A=0. Let
V be a subframe which generates A as a division algebra. By definition,
there is a nonzero finite right D-module W such that VW=W. Since A is
a division algebra and W is finite dimension over D, xW=W for all
0{x # V. Let B=[x # A | xW=W]. Then it is easy to check the following
properties:
(a) if x, y # B and x& y{0, then x& y # B,
(b) if x, y # B, then xy # B,
(c) if x # B, then x&1 # B, and
(d) V&[0]/B.
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These properties guarantee that B _ [0] is a division algebra containing
V. Since A is generated by V, A=B _ [0]. Hence AW=W. Since A is a
division algebra, the left idea AW must be A. Therefore A=AW=W is
finite dimensional over D. K
By Proposition 1.1(2), if LdD A>0, then LdD A1.
Proof of Proposition 8.6. (1) If GKdim A=, nothing needs to be
proved. So we assume that GKdim.A<. Choose subalgebras properly,
we may further assume that A and F are finitely generated. Since A is not
PI, the quotient division algebra Q(A) is an infinite dimensional right
F-space. By Conjecture 8.5 and Lemma 8.7,
GKdim F=Ld FLd Q&LdF QLd Q&1.
By Propositions 1.4 and 2.1(2), Ld Q=Ld AGkdim A. Therefore
GKdim FGKdim A&1.
(2) Follows from Conjecture 8.5, Lemma 8.7 and induction.
(3) By Proposition 2.5, we may assume that D is finitely generated.
Since k is algebraically closed, subalgebra generated by any element not in
k is isomorphic to the polynomial ring k[x]. Hence D contains a subfield
F=k(x). Since GKdim D>1, D is not finite over F. So we have a chain
of division algebras of length 2 as in Conjecture 8.4. Therefore Ld D2.
(4) Nothing needs to be proved if Gkdim A=. So we assume that
GKdim A< and hence A is an Ore domain. Let Qgr(A) be the graded
quotient ring of A. By [ASt, 1.15] Qgr(A)$D[x\1, _] for a finitely
generated division algebra D and an automorphism _ of D. Since
GKdim A>2, by [ASt, 0.1(ii)], GKdim D>1. By Conjecture 8.3,
Ld D2 and by Theorem 5.2, Ld Qgr(A)3. By Propositions 2.1(2) and
1.4, GKdim A3. K
By Proposition 8.6, Conjecture 8.5 is a central conjecture. By Corollary
3.2(1) and Theorem 5.2, this conjecture holds if A is a finite dimensional
right D-module or if A is an Ore extension of D. Next we will show that
this conjecture holds if A is a PI domain. Similar to [SZ, Lemma 4] the
following is easy to prove.
Lemma 8.8. Let D be a division subalgebra of A. Let V be a subspace of
A and W a subspace of D. Then dim VWdimD VD dim W.
Proposition 8.9. Let A be a semiprime Goldie algebra and B a Ore
subdomain of A. Let Q=Q(A) and D=Q(B). Then GKdim B+LdDQ
GKdim A.
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Proof. Suppose that a subframe V of Q satisfies VDI(QD)d . Pick x # A
such that Vx/A, then k+Vx is a subframe of A satisfying VDI(QD)d .
Hence we may assume that V itself is a subframe of A. Let S be any
subframe of B and assume that S/V. It follows from Lemmas 1.3 and 8.8
that
dim V2ndim VnS nc$nd dim Sn.
Hence GKdim Ad+GKdim B, and so GKdim ALdD Q+GKdim B. K
If A is a prime PI ring, then so is B and hence GKdim A=Ld A=Ld Q
and GKdim B=Ld B=Ld D. Proposition 8.9 shows that Conjecture 8.5
holds for PI domains. Proposition 8.9 also recovers the following result of
Borho and Kraft [KL, 4.12].
Corollary 8.10. Let A be a finitely generated domain with finite
GK-dimension.
(1) If B is a subalgebra of A such that [Q(A) : Q(B)]=, then
GKdim BGKdim A&1.
(2) Suppose that k=B0 /B1 / } } } /Bp=A is an ascending chain of
finitely generated subalgebras such that [Q(Bi): Q(B i&1)]r= for all i,
then pGKdim A.
Proof. (1) By Lemma 8.7, LdQ(B) Q(A)1. Hence (1) follows from
Proposition 8.9.
(2) Follows from (1) and induction. K
There are several other basic questions about the lower transcendence
degree.
Is Ld of a division algebra always an integer (or infinity)?
Is Ld symmetric, namely, Ld A=Ld Aop? By Proposition 1.2, if A is a
domain, then Ld A=0 if and only if Ld Aop=0. By [StZ], there is an
algebra B such that VDI(B) holds for some subframe V and VDI(Bop)
fails for every subframe, and that Ld B=Ld Bop=. On the other hand,
LdD is not symmetric. Schofield has examples of division algebras D/S
such that dimD S=2 and dimDop Sop= [Co, Section 5.9], and further
that S is finitely generated as a division algebra. Hence LdD S=0 and
LdDop S op1 by Lemma 8.7.
Finally, is Ld different from Tdeg for division algebras?
9. DIMENSION OF NONCOMMUTATIVE SCHEMES
In this section we discuss one motivation of introducing the lower
transcendence degree.
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Let A be a connected graded noetherian algebra. The projective scheme
of A, denoted by proj A, is defined to the pair of (C, A) where C is the
quotient category obtained from the category of noetherian graded
modules modulo the subcategory of all finite dimension graded modules
and A is the image of A in the quotient category C. By a theorem of Serre,
if A is a commutative graded ring finitely generated in degree 1, C is the
category of coherent sheaves and A is the structure. See [AZ] for more
details about proj A.
There are several possible ways to define the dimension of X :=proj A.
The two standard dimension functions for k-algebras are Krull dimension
and GelfandKirillov dimension. One could define dim X in terms of
GKdim A, but an example of Artin and Van den Bergh shows that this is
not a good idea [AV]. They exhibit a surface X=proj C where C a com-
mutative graded ring of GK-dimension 3, with an automorphism _, and a
_-ample line bundle L such that the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring
B :=B(X, _, L) has GK-dimension 5, and they proved that proj C$
proj B. One could use the Krull dimension of A, but it is has been clear for
some years that Krull dimension is not really an ideal dimension function
for noncommutative rings. Another approach is given in [AZ]: The
cohomological dimension of X, denoted by cd(X ), is the smallest integer d
such that Hd+1(X, &)=0. It is unknown if cd(X ) is bounded by GKdim A
or even finite when A is a noetherian domain of finite GK-dimension.
Following the ideas in the paper [ASt] we may define the dimension of
X=proj A in term of its function field. Let A be a graded noetherian
algebra. Then we can define the Krull dimension of A in the usual way. It
is easy to see that Kdim A=Kdim A&1. All objects in C having Krull
dimension strictly smaller than Kdim A form a Serre subcategory, and the
associated quotient category consists of objects of finite length. The func-
tion field of X, denoted by k(X ), is the endomorphism ring of the image of
A in the quotient category. In general, k(X ) is not a division algebra. We
say that A is critical if every proper image of A has strictly smaller Krull
dimension and we say X is irreducible if A is critical. If A is critical, then
the image of A is simple and by Schur’s Lemma its endomarphism ring,
which is the function field of X, is a division algebra. If A is a noetherian
domain, then the function field of X is isomorphic to the degree zero part
of the graded quotient ring of A, i.e.,
k(X)=[ab&1 | a, b # An for some n, and b{0].
It seems sensible to define dim X in terms of k(X ). For simplicity we
assume that X is irreducible, so k(X ) is a division algebra. The work of
Artin and Stafford [ASt] suggests to call X a curve if the GK-dimension
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of k(X) is one. In that case, Tsen’s theorem implies that k(X) is com-
mutative if k is algebraically closed. However GK-dimension is difficult to
work with in the context of division algebras, so we need an invariant
similar to the transcendence degree. The obvious choice is GK-trans-
cendence degree, but we have seen in the introduction that there are many
open questions concerning its basic properties. However, lower trans-
cendence degree has many good abstract properties and gives the correct
number in many cases. Therefore we define the lower dimension of X,
denoted by Ld(X ),to be the lower transcendence degree of k(X ). One
important property of the lower dimension is that Ld(proj A)
GKdim A&1 for every noetherian graded ring A, which follows from
Theorem 5.2. This inequality has not been established for any other
possible definition of the dimension of proj A. The lower transcendence
degree gives the correct number for many noncommutative rings [Theorem
0.5] and it coincides with the classical transcendence degree for
commutative rings (and PI rings). Hence the lower dimension of a
projective scheme should give the correct number for commutative and
many noncommutative rings. For example, by Theorem 6.6, if Sn is the
n-dimensional Sklyanin algebra, then Ld(proj Sn)=n&1.
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